
Pulling Solutions for Steel Panels

Uni-Spotter TM

GLUE ACCESSORIES
GPR-7535 Glue Heavy Duty BEIGE GPR-7550 Pulling Knob SML Flat
GPR-7536 Glue Standard BLACK GPR-7551 Pulling Knob LRG Flat
GPR-7537 Glue Premium PLATINUM GPR-7555 Pulling Knob SML Convex
GPR-7540 Glue Knock Down Tool GPR-7556 Pulling Knob LRG Convex
GPR-7541 Glue Scraper Tool (Red) GPR-7569 Pulling Knob Kit STEEL (M6)
GPR-7560 Glue Gun Standard GPR-7559 Glue Gun Heavy-Duty (Steel)

GPR-7570 PDR Glue Pulling Kit
Professional glue dent pulling kit features anodized aluminum squeeze puller 
& slide hammer, glue gun and pull knobs. In addition this kit includes our 
exclusive high-strength platinum glue that can be used with STEEL pull tabs.

UNI-9500 Auto Steel Dent Pulling System (230VAC)
Professional multifunction dent pulling system for steel 
panels. Offers timed, pulsed or automatic mode with 
four timer and four power selections to set pull pins, 
pull tabs, wiggle wire, shrink tip or weld-tips. System 
includes extended cables, weld-tip ground, stud, tab 
shrink and wire tips, stud pins, tabs, wire and weld-tip 
slide hammer.

UNI-9510 Auto Steel Dent Cart
Compact and sturdy cart for 9500 system with cable 
supports and storage drawer for tools & accessories.

Pulling Solutions for Steel & Aluminum Panels

PDR Glue Pulling Kit

UNI-4550
Designed for the entry level bodyman for economy 
but don’t be fooled, this powerful stud gun features 
overload protection, fast-acting trigger and stud-ease chuck. 
Includes 4550 gun, slide hammer pin puller and 2.2mm stud pins.

UNI-5500 
This mid-range powerful stud gun features overload protection, fast-acting 
trigger, stud-ease chuck and extended power cord. Kit includes 5500 gun, 
slide hammer & T-handle pullers, tips, adapter, stud pins and rivets all in molded gun case.

UNI-9000 
Superior stud welding kit for the professional bodyman who demands the best. Kit includes 
powerful 9000 gun, slide hammer & T-handle pullers, tips, adapter, stud pins and rivets all in molded gun case.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE (980) 500-1015


